The world has recently survived a deep global financial crisis. Europe’s sovereign debts remain a threat to the EU’s stability. Reuse or securitize; environmental issues and social and political tensions pre-problems with no easy solutions. Desperate times calling for desperate measures?

We prefer robust knowledge, critical analyses and practical solutions. We augment an SMU education that is broad-based, interactive and grounded on ethics and social responsibility with our own distinctive; a world-class faculty renowned for their research and teaching excellence, and a constantly updated curriculum that offers a spectrum of fresh perspectives. The 2009 Graduate Employment Survey** reveals that our graduates are more successful in securing higher value-added careers and compensation than their peers from other universities. Their secret? They understand the risks – they also see the opportunities in crises. WELCOME TO SMU SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS. DISCOVER A DIFFERENT U.

Apply now at www.smu.edu.sg/admissions

*See: www.acsimms@smu.edu.sg/lieg9apie/a/emploi/employment_2009.asp
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